IN THE SWIM
Spring 06
What has been happening in pool resurfacing
with Epotec?
Ah Spring!!
Longer days, blossom about and green leaves aplenty……summer is not far away and into the pool
we dream.
So how is your pool looking after winter hibernation? It will need a water spruce up and may be a new
surface if it’s getting old and tired. Was it difficult to keep clean last season? Do you have dark spots
in your Marblesheen or crazed and cracked Fibreglass? If there is paint has it almost faded away or
does it come off on your feet?
Have a look and see what’s needed and don’t be tempted to wait if in doubt. Better to deal with it now
than have a spoilt summer season with a resurfacing job mid season.
We offer a free information service and if need be can arrange quotes or for the DIY, a complete
package, so either way you’ll have a fine long lasting finish.
A beaut for Boystown!!
Faced with a hot summer and no
pool, Hitchins leapt to action and
guided the Boystown staff and
dog into the art of DIY to get the
job done pronto. The result is a
beautiful Mid Blue finish in their
25 M pool. Even the dog was
relaxed about the outcome!

Epotec has over 20 years proven usage in swimming pools in Australasia…you can have the same benefits.

A fine Epotec Mid Blue in Sydney, sets off the dark stained timber
surrounds beautifully.
A timber decking is a great way to finish your pool surrounds when
doing a renovation. It economically creates a new edge and allows
for dealing with uneven surfaces, yet looks great.
You can use Epotec in Dark Blue as this goes well with any
surrounds with a reddish hue to them.

North Queensland in Sydney!
A recent client was very keen to feel like being on the beach up (far)
north when he looked at his pool in Sydney……and the way to do it
was with Epotec Pale Jade.
Of course we couldn’t do much about the Sydney weather…. But how
does this look on a good day?

We started with this…

Applied Epotec in Pale Jade….

Here’s the result……Dive in!!

Epotec, the proven Hi Build Epoxy Pool (and spa) coating is available for your pool. Be it Fibreglass, Marblesheen or
Concrete, Epotec will give it a new lease of life. A life that’s long lasting, economic and attractive. We work with you, be it DIY,
your painter or Approved Applicator for a great finish, every time. Warranty available.

See our web site for helpful information and more images of Epotec in action; www.poolpaint.com.au
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